Iron-Horse Systems and Maintenance — Systems integrator for Networked Lighting Controls & Automated Shades. Dedicated in-house design team to guide your design & deployment for IoT Building Apps, occupant wellness, maximum energy savings, and ASHRAE & LEED compliance. || ironhorse.nyc

e:cue by Osram — Smart dynamic light management control system, can control any installation from a small, single room to an entire city. Traxon and e:cue together deliver state-of-the-art dynamic lighting that will elevate architecture, entertainment, hospitality and retail environments around the world. || osram.com/ecue

Enlighted* — The most advanced digital sensors on the market. Energy efficiency and user comfort are paramount. Lighting profiles can be configured for any unique room application. || enlightenedinc.com

*Direct rep for international work only. All of our U.S. Enlighted work is serviced and supplied through Iron-Horse.

Amatis Controls — Wireless IoT lighting for building owners, contractors, and designers. Utilizes wireless mesh technology for ultimate scalability and simplicity. Robust network can fit unique applications. || amatiscontrols.com

LG Lighting Controls — LG’s controls enable automated scheduling, occupancy/vacancy sensors, daylight harvesting, and demand response. Adopts ZigBee standard to work seamlessly with other devices on same protocol. || lglightingus.com

Magnum Energy Solutions — Offers wireless, networked controls for both Lighting Control and HVAC systems. Battery-free devices with compatibility for DALI, 0-10v and PWM using EnOcean wireless protocol. || magnumenergysolutions.com